METRO IS HIRING OPERATORS!

It takes up to 12 weeks of intense training to be a Bus Operator. Bus Operators are the faces of METRO. Here’s what it takes to GET your career started:

● You must be at least 18 years old.
● You need a high school diploma or GED.
● You should have a temporary commercial driver’s license with passenger and air brake endorsement when you begin the job.
● You must have a safe driving record with no more than 2 points on your license.
● You must pass a drug screen & functional capacity exam prior to & during employment.
● You must have no disqualifying felony/misdemeanor convictions.
● You must be able to work flexible hours like split shifts, nights, and weekends.
● You need to like people and give great customer service.

Questions? Email hireus@mymetrometro.org
We hope to hear from you soon!
Apply online at mymetrometro.org or text "HIREME" to 330-556-0690

MATCH THE NUMBERS ON THE TIMETABLE TO THE NUMBERS ON THE MAP.

Text to find out when the next bus is leaving from your stop, watch your bus move on a live map, download METRO app or sign up for alerts!

How to Read the Schedule

To determine when the bus stops a destination, look at where it is due at the timepoint before your stop and check the time after your stop, then you can estimate when the bus will arrive. PM times are always for the first stop. Schedule ends.

● This symbol indicates transfer points. Routes serving a transfer point are indicated at the top of the time schedule, just above the name of the stop.
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